
Asahimas Glass
for decoration

PAINTED, MIRROR, AND FIGURED GLASS



 

ASAHIMAS introduces…



A variety of Interior Glass solutions to beautify space

Painted Glass
- Lacobel 

Mirrors
- Dantalux
- Miralux
- Mirror Kita
- Decomirror

Figured Glass
- Indofigur

Summary and applications
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Vibrant colors with Painted Glass
--    LACOBEL   --

Lacobel is a range of painted glass with 13 contemporary colors. With a high quality 
ecological paint on clear float or low iron glass, Lacobel ensures color uniformity and dura-

LACOBEL is available:
- in colors: Soft White, Classic Black, Pure White, Luminous Red, Luminous Blue, Light Beige, Natural Brown,
  Authentic Antharacite, Sage Green, Terracotta Red, Pear White, Starlight Black, Shadow Blue
- in a range of thicknesses : 5 mm
- in safety version : Lacobel SAFE
- in size : on clear glass 3210x2134 mm
              on extra clear glass 3300x2134 mm

High Quality Finishing

Environmentally friendly manufacturing process

Lacobel is available with safety film
(Lacobel SAFE)

- Uniformity finishing manufacturing process
- Paint adheres flawlessy to glass

- No Formaldhydes based on the JIS Standard during production 

- Ensures safety in case of glass breakages. The fragments
adhere to the safety film and do not break up, preventinginjury.

- Meets Grade A AS/NZS 2208:1996 norms
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What’s so special about it? What does it mean for you?



Available Colours
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Exclusives
The

Trendies
The

Classics
The

Starlight Black 
0337

Pearl White
1013

Shadow Blue 
7000

Natural Brown 
7013

Pure White
9003

Luminous Red
1568

Luminous Blue
5002

Light Beige  
4045

Classic Black
9005

Soft White
9010

Terracotta Red 
8815

Sage Green 
8715

Authentic Anthracite
7016



Ecological Mirror
--    DANTALUX   --

Dantalux is the new generation copper-free mirror developed by Asahimas. Dantalux 
offers excellent performance in terms of quality, resistance and ecology.

DANTALUX is available:
- In a range of thickness : 3, 5, 6mm
- in safety : Dantalux SAFE
- in low iron float glass (Diamond Mirror)
- 3mm : 72x48 in,
- 5mm : 96x 72 in, 120x84 in
      3300 x 2134 mm (Diamond Mirror)
- 6mm : 96x 72 in, 120x84 in

What’s so special about it? What does it mean for you?
Copper-free layer

Environmentally friendly manufacturing process

Dantalux is available with safety film
(Dantalux SAFE)

- Better resistance to climate, humidity, corrosion and 
  aggressive chemicals

- Elimination of harmful products i.e., copper and  less of 
  ammonia during production 

- Ensures safety in case of glass breakages. The fragments
adhere to the safety film and do not break up, preventing injury.

- Meets Grade A AS/NZS 2208:1996 norms
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New Generation Ecological Mirror
--    MIRALUX   --

Miralux is one of outstanding mirrors produced by Asahimas with Copper and Lead Free. 
Miralux is established as a free corrosion and free black spot where other products in 
the line may lack of

MIRALUX is available:
- In a range of thickness : 5 mm
- in safety version : Miralux SAFE
- in size: 60x48 in, 72x48 in, 96x 72 in, 120x84 in

What’s so special about it? What does it mean for you?
Copper-free layer and low lead paints

Environmentally friendly manufacturing process

Miralux  is available with safety film
(Miralux SAFE)

- Better resistance to corrosion

- Elimination of harmful products (i.e., copper and lead)
  during production 

- Ensures safety in case of glass breakages. The   fragments
adhere to the safety film and do not break up, preventing injury.

- Meets Grade A AS/NZS 2208:1996 norms
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Functional Mirror
--    MIRROR KITA   --

Mirror Kita is a classic mirror for general purpose and designed for dry and less humid 
condition.

MIRROR KITA is available :
- in a range of thicknesses :  2 mm
- in size : 48x36 in, 72x48 in

What’s so special about it? What does it mean for you?
Copper-free layer

Environmentally friendly manufacturing process

Low Cost

- Better resistance to corrosion

- Elimination of harmful products i.e., copper , ammonia, 
  during production

- Economical option for your needs
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Tinted Mirror
--    DECOMIRROR   --

Decomirror is a unique mirror for your lifestyle, its produced by applying silver coating 
to various Asahimas high quality tinted glass.

DECOMIRROR is available:
- in colors: Decomirror Black, Decomirror Bronze, Decomirror Grey
- in a range of thicknesses : 5 mm
- In Safety Version : Decomirror SAFE
- in size : On Bronze and Black : 120x84 in,
               On Grey : 126x84 in

What’s so special about it? What does it mean for you?
Copper-free layer

Environmentally friendly manufacturing process

Decommiror  is available with safety film
(Decomirror SAFE)

- Better resistance to corrosion

- Elimination of harmful products (i.e., copper, ammonia)
 during production 

- Ensures safety in case of glass breakages. The fragments 
 adhere to the safety film and do not break up, preventing injury.
- Meets Grade A AS/NZS 2208:1996 norms
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Providing Privacy With Figured Glass
--    INDOFIGUR   --

Indofigur  is available:
- in a range of thicknesses :  Please see below table
- in size : 3 mm : 60x48 in, 72x48 in
  5 mm : 60x48 in, 72x48 in, 84x48 in
- in pattern : Rain Down (Classic pattern with rain down Pattern)
  Goldfish (Inspiring pattern of goldfish)
  Mislite (Slight foggy pattern)
  Non Reflective (Soft Pattern designed to reduce glare for picture framing application)
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What’s so special about it? What does it mean for you?
Luxurios Patterned

Decorative Versatile Applications

- Providing privacy with art

- Can be used for furniture, art glass, partition, etc

Picture

Indofigur is patterned glass that produced by the most advanced roll-out process. The 
melting blend of glass material is flown through a pair of rollers where one of the roller 
has a pattern that will printed on the glass surface

Remarks :

 

The tolerance of published data with respect to photometric properties is +/ 3 points

The energy properties are calculated according to ISO 9050 and ISO 10292

Specifications, technical and other data are based on information available at the time of preparation of this document and are subjected to change without notice.
PT. Asahimas Flat Glass Tbk. cannot be held responsible for any deviation between the data introduced and the conditions on site

Tempered glass and heat strengthened glass have potential risk of spontaneous breakage. PT. Asahimas Flat Glass Tbk. cannot guarantee spontaneous breakage due to characteristics of glass.
For tempered glass, PT. Asahimas Flat Glass Tbk. strongly recommends to apply heat soak test to reduce the risk of spontaneous breakage. The Official NiS Disclaimer document is available
on www.amfg.co.id

This document is no evaluation of the risk of glass breakage due to thermal stress.

The U-Value tolerance is +/- 0.1 W/m K

PERFORMANCE DATA



Rain Down

Mislite

Goldfish

Non Reflective



Summary
--    PAINTED, MIRRORS AND FIGURED GLASS   --

What can you use it for ? Be inspired…
Furniture

Partition

Doors

Wall Cladding

- Tables, shelves, display cases, glass boxes etc

-  Interior

-  Interior
-  Fixed and sliding doors for cupboards and wardrobes

-  Bathrooms, restaurants, offices, hotels, shops, 
   fitness centre, spas etc

* only certain thickness
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Our Interior glass can be used in various application, from interior design to industrial 
usage. Get the experience of our high quality interior glass in your room. It will make 
different impression of brighter, spacious, and luxurious room with natural clear reflection
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INDONESIA

JAKARTA FACTORY
Jl. Ancol IX/5, Ancol Barat,
Jakarta Utara 14430,
DKI Jakarta, Indonesia
Tel : (021) 690 4041 (8 Lines)

SIDOARJO FACTORY
Desa Tanjung Sari, Kecamatan Taman,
Kabupaten Sidoarjo 61257
Jawa Timur, Indonesia
Tel : (031) 788 2383, 788 2135

CIKAMPEK FACTORY
Kawasan Industri Indotaisei Sektor IA Blok M,
Cikampek 41373,
Jawa Barat, Indonesia
Tel : (0264) 830 2292

Email : amfg.marketing@agc.com 
Website : www.amfg.co.id

www.amfg.co.id Asahimas Glass Forum @I_GlassForum AsahimasGlassForum


